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Eliminate Data Breaches
and Privacy Risks



Organizations hold 100 times
more data than they believe

90% of the data is never used

1% of data poses 99% of
privacy and breach risks

 
 



Controls

Discovering personal data is an excellent first step. However, 90% of the penalties are
caused by data use activities and lack of proper controls. Data discovery tools don't look
into activities and controls. Therefore scanning for personal data alone will not be
sufficient to find privacy issues. Hence OneDPO analyzes data, activities on the data, and
controls to fully understand your risks. It provides the reliable visibility that you need to
protect data better. 

Businesses underestimate the magnitude of their
enterprise data and the complexity of their data
environment. In most organizations, data is scattered
across 1000s of databases and millions of files.
Moreover, data use is spread across employees and
partners outside the organization. 

oneDPO

Data environments are more complex and massive
than organizations believe

What personal data do we have? Who has access to it?
Who is using the data and why?
Are we auditing and enforcing users' choices? 

Delivering data privacy and security in this complex environment becomes a multifaceted
problem. Without proper visibility and audits, data protection issues remain hidden till a
major breach or a privacy incident happens. Privacy and security teams need reliable
answers to the following questions to deliver data protection.

Data privacy and breach issues
remain undetected

Data discovery doesn't uncover privacy risks

Data

User

Activities

Organizations usually hold ~100 times
more data than they think they do.

Leverage technology to protect your data better!

Sign up for a demo at www.onedpo.com
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Our OneDPO platform brings together technologies to tackle the complexity of data
privacy and security.

OneDPO brings an innovative approach 

Privacy engineering
uncovers privacy issues

Artificial intelligence understands
your data ecosystem

&

Audit Activities &
Controls

Uncover Issues

Prioritize Privacy Risks

Recommend Actions
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Applies AI/ML to find personal data
across your organization

Analyzes activity logs and access controls to find
who has access and who is using the data

Uses privacy engineering to identify
privacy and breach risks

Classifies data and activities by various
risk levels

Helps organization to log purpose,
minimize data, and track privacy
information about data

OneDPO

Our technology automates challenging steps

Discover Data

Our risk discovery is a complex process involving many technologically challenging steps.
Under the hood, we start by scanning your data sources for personal data. Then we audit
who has access to the data. Thirdly, we look through activities to understand who is using
the data. Then in the subsequent steps, we use privacy engineering to start estimating risks
and identifying data assets that are more vulnerable to breaches or privacy violations.



Reduce risks 

Gives visibility into what
personal data you hold, who
has access, and who is using
the data

Continuously audits data, 
 activities and controls to
find privacy violations  

Discovers and prioritizes
data protection issues,
giving you early warning
on emerging issues

Know your data, activities, and risks

Identifies stale data that can be deleted
or minimized, reducing the risk and cost

Finds inactive user accounts or
accounts with excessive access that are
more vulnerable to breaches

Maintains an Audit trail
of who used what data
for what purpose

Operationalize compliance 

Data Subject Requests Breach Notification

Inactive UsersMinimize Data

Visibility

In case of a breach, know
which users were
impacted and to be
notified.  

Find individuals' data to
answer data subject
requests.

Continuous Assessment Proactive

Audit Trail

www.onedpo.com
Try for free at 



One breach/privacy incident can erase
years of trust and brand goodwill.

Unfortunately, policies and processes can't
prevent it...

OneDPO can help. Visit
www.onedpo.com


